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Colonel A. R. Clarke on a Correction

nished energy would preven~ my engaging in any scientific
controversy, were any called for.
ROBERT MALLET.
Lo~don, September 17~ 1877.
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I

do not know that any demonstration has ever been given
of a theorem enunciated by Gauss iu a letter addressed
by him in 1853 to General Baeyer. Itappears from the letter
in question (of which a translation appeared in the ComTtes
Rendus des Sdances de la Commission permanente de rAssociatlon Gdoddsique internatlonale tenues ~t _Plorence en 1869) that,
at the suggestion of General Baeyer, Gauss had investigated
the influence of altitude above the sea-level on observed latitudes, and had arrived at a result which, if not very important
to geodesists and astronomers, still is very curious and interesting. The point in question is this :--In the adjoining diagram let A P E be a quadrant of a meridional section of the earth, N P P/
the normal at any point P.
Let P I~ represent gravity
at P ; and on the same
scale let P H, parallel to
the equator C E, represent
I H
the centrifugal force at
the same point; then compIetingthe parallelogram
G H, P G will be the aN
traction of the earth. At
a point pI vertically above
P the centrifugal force
P H is increased to p/Its,
retaining its parallelism ;
and the attraction P G is
diminished to prG~ not, however, parallel to its former direction, for G P GrP ~ converge towards the zenith.
The
resultant gra~Tity :P~~i at t )~ is therefore no longer of necessity in the line" p1 p ; and the point to be determined is the
magnitude of the angle P p / ~ / .
The potential of the spheroid (x ~+ 2 ~) ( 1 -- 2e) + z~= c~, whose

.A P~E
C

* Communicated by the Author.
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semiaxes are c and c(14-e), e being a very small quantity
whose square may be neglected, at an external point whose
coordinates are fi 0, lb is
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where M is the mass of the spheroid ; if p be the density,
If the spheroid, instead of having a uniform density p, be
formed of homogeneous spheroidal shells having a common
centre and axis of rotation, the ellipticity as well as the density of these shells varying fi'om the centre to the outer surface,
and so being a function of the variable polar semiaxes c I, then
it is easy to see that the potential of such a heterogeneous
spheroid is

v=

ffff .

+ 4~r

~xf~-- 2h ~

where c is the polar semiaxis of the outer surface, and
yo~ d. cn(1 + 2e)
['~ die I~ e ~

¢(4=

P

de

de:,(4=J0p

de

In the theory of the figure of the earth it is shown that the
condition of fluid-equilibrium implies the relation

e being the ellipticity of the external surface, and m the ratio
of the centrifugal force at the equator to the attraction of the
earth there. The value of m is, neglecting small quantities of
the second order~ given by the equation
3

" - e3

~

0)2,

where o~ is the angular velocity of the earth.
M--~rc, b(c), we get for V the form

V=

Now~ sinoe

+g U-gJ-

This value of the potential is arrived at on the hypothesis of
a certain distribution of matter in the interior of the earth ;
but it is important to remark that it has been obtained by
I)rof. Stokes (Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal,
vol. iv. p. 207) without any such hypothesis as to the distribution of density, be the interior fluid or solid, but assmning
only that the surface is a spheroid of equilibrium of small
ellipticity.
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Now let X, Z be the components of the attraction of the
earth at P parallel respectively to the equator and to the polar
axis, F the centrifugal force at P ; then, ~b being the latitude
of P, we have the necessary relation (X--F)tanqS=Z. At
1)/, instead of X - - F and Z, we have X - F + ~ ( X - - F ) and
Z + ~ Z ; and these will correspond~ not to tan~b but to
tan (~b+ ~b). ttenc% differentiating, we have
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(~X--~F) sin ~b--~Z cos ¢ = --Z cosec ¢~¢.
dV
dV
Now X = -- d r ' and Z-- -- ~ ; and if' we put n for the height
p 1)r, we have in passing from P to 1)r,

~f=n c o s ¢, ~]~=n

sin

¢,

and
dW
~V
--~X--n cos ~bd~ + n sin ~bd ~ '
dW
. dW
--~Z-'n cos ~bd ~ + n s m ~ b ~ ,
whence

n sinZ~ba~b= sin ~bcos ~b( d ~V

d:V~

d:V . . ~

dh~] + d ~ ( s m

cb-- cos2¢)

+ o ~ sin • cos ~b.

The values of the differential coefficients are found to give

d2V

d2V ^. f~--h 2

(

2 ) 7f" +12h'-51f'h~

d2V
fh
(~_ m 15f2--20h 2 _
dfdh = 3 M ~ + M c 2 .
-~)
~
,f/b
where v~-f2 + ]& Also

¢)
sin ~b= rh ( l+2e
Substituting these in the expression for $~ the result after
some little reduction is

z

sin ~b
Now~ with sufficient approximation,

0•

~rotlces respecting _]VetoBooks.
Z
sin
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M.
d'

~b--

.-. ~ = ~ (5m-2e) ~
=

C

m--e

sin 2~b ;
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or~ if g / a n d g be the values of gravity at the pole and a~ the
equator respeetively~ then~ making use of Clairaut's theorem~
$~b= n . g ' - - g sin 2~.
c
g
This result is certainly remarkable for its simplicity; but~ praetically~ for ordinary'mountain-heights it only amounts to a
small fraction of a second.
X L I . Notices respecthzg New Books.
An Elementary Treatise on the Dynamics of a S~jstem of Rigid Bodies.
With Numerous Examples. .By EDwxRD JoH~r Rou~/t, ~r.A.,
F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., ~,e., late Fellow and late Assistant Tator
of St. Peter's College, Cambridge ; late Examiner in the University
of London. Third Edition, 1Revised and Enlarged. London :
Macmillan and Co. 1877. (Svo, pp. 564.)
R. ROUTI-rs Treatise on :Rigid Dynamics has been for several
years the Text Book commonly used by students who "take
u p " that branch of mechanical science ; so that it may be presumed
that those who have paid any attention to the subject, are more or
less acquainted with one or other of the earlier editions. The
present edition, the third, appears in a different form from those
which preceded it, and has been very considerably enlarged. 111
fact, when both the size of the pages and their number are taken
into account, we shall not be far wrong in stating that it is larger
by one half than the second edition. So that it is a very large
volume; and, further, it contains much more matter than the mere
number of the pages might lead one to expect.
The work is designed to meet the wants o~ two classes of
students--those who wish for information on the higher parts of
Dynamics, and those " t o whom the subject is entirely new." The
parts to which the attention of the latter class should be directed
are indicated by a selection of articles comprising about a third of
the volume. The remaining two thirds contain most of the additions. The author's aim in making these additions has been to
give the student at least some notion of the most important applications of the general doctrines of Dynamics to particular cases ;
so that, although such a subject as rigid dynamics migh~ at first
sight be thought to be contained within narrow limits, yet iu
reality the author has had to deM with an extensive literature of
Phil. ~llag. S. 5. Vol. 4. No. 25. Oct. 1877.
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